Umoya omuhle is a 3 year study that began in 2017 and uses a whole systems approach to look at infection prevention and control for drug-resistant tuberculosis in clinical settings of South Africa in an era of decentralised care.

The name, Umoya omuhle, means good air in Zulu, and embodies the project vision of bringing a ‘breath of fresh air’ to current thinking on infection prevention and control.

For more information, visit: lshtm.ac.uk/UO

A genetic TB risk factor?
A paper published in late December involving 60 international authors claims to have found evidence of a genetic basis for predisposition to tuberculosis.

“We have now discovered the first common variant responsible for monogenic, or single-gene, predisposition to tuberculosis,” says lead author Stéphanie Boisson-Dupuis of the Rockefeller University in New York.

Article available from Science Mag here.
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